Assembly Instructions
For Models J-2, J-3, J-5, J-6, and J-7
Common characteristics - Four sides with single bench across back of unit.

Packing Check List
___ Floor

___ Back Wall

___ (Left) Side Wall

___ (Right) Side Wall

___ Front Wall

___ Top

___ Bench Heater

___ Bench

___ Hardware Packet (2 towels, cup holder, Owners manual and warranty card)

Recommended Tools
Phillips Screw Driver
(1) Helper

Unpacking
We strongly suggest you unpack each piece and transport them to the area where the unit will be installed before assembly.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Lay either carton carefully onto a flat side (large)
Cut tape along all edges
Open top flap of carton carry each panel to area
Repeat with second carton

Assembly
1.

Lay floor down leaving space to access back of unit to fasten buckles (the front of this piece will have two short
dowels that will prevent the front panel from being pushed outward at the floor). Unit can be pushed into place after
assembly is complete - place on level ground.
Hint: Remove shoes or lay some type of protection on floor (towel, Styrofoam, cardboard, etc.) of unit to avoid foot
prints on floor when stepping on it during assembly.

2.

Locate back panel and stand upright onto rear edge of floor. Note: Now is a good time to acquaint yourself with the
buckle - you will notice a "safety catch" on the buckle that acts as a locking mechanism - pressure must be applied to
this "lock" pushing toward the rear of the buckle to allow lifting the latch. A few practice attempts to get used to the
feel of it will help greatly.

3.

Have your helper hold the back upright and put one of the side panels in place (the rear edge of each side panel will be
the one with the slots for the bench heater).

4.

Buckle the back and side panels together - make sure to also fasten the buckles at the bottom of each panel - they will
now stand unaided.

5.

Repeat with other side panel.

6.

Lift front panel into place being careful to center panel - we do not want to snap dowels off by moving back and forth
too vigorously.

7.

Buckle front to each side.

8.

Locate electrical harnesses - on center of back wall (on top-inside wall) and on front wall (on top-inside wall) there
are (2) ribbons and (1) heater connections. Pull out so you can feed through the roof and connect.

9.

Place top cap onto unit making sure computer board is located at the front of unit. (Now is a good time to open all
small covers on top).

10. Go to the back of unit - lift rear edge of top and connect rear heater plug to complimentary plug inside rear of top
panel. At this time remove the power cord. (Note: Do not plug in unit until all assembly is complete.)
11. At the front of unit feed the (2) ribbons and (1) heater connections to the board. (Note: Make certain all pins are in
holes).
12. Install bench heater into yoke and connect. (Note: Keep elec. harness on bottom side of heater).
13. Install bench - rounded edge is top and forward.
14. Fit top squarely onto four sides so it becomes a cap. Take six longest black strews from hardware package and fasten
down top using the six predrilled holes.
15. You are now ready to plug in unit. Check all connections. Familiarize yourself with controls and turn unit on. Wait
several minutes to assure all heaters are working. You will small a little burn off of the heaters (similar to when you
start your home heater in the fall), this will disappear in about 20 to 30 minutes.
16. Attach door handle with short screws (do not over tighten).
17. Be sure to note the serial # for the warranty card before pushing against wall.
Additional hardware included - screws and plugs for bench - cup holder with screws - (2) towels.

